**MARC RECONNECT**

**MARC RECONNECT:**
COURAGEOUS QUESTIONS. INSPIRING CONVERSATIONS. REAL CHANGE.

Being an advocate for greater equity and inclusion is a journey that never ends. MARC Reconnect sessions are free virtual convenings, exclusive to our MARC Alum community. Keep the conversation going and continue making a lasting change at work!

Questions? [Contact the Catalyst Community Team.](#)

---

**PLAN YOUR YEAR WITH MARC**

Complete [this short registration form](#) to add MARC Reconnect to your calendar today! All sessions are virtual; we invite the MARC Alum community across global regions to participate.

- **Tuesday, February 6, 2024**
  10:30am–11:30am ET
- **Thursday, April 25, 2024**
  3:00pm–4:00pm ET
- **Wednesday, June 12, 2024**
  11:30am–12:30pm ET
- **Tuesday, September 17, 2024**
  8:00am–9:00am ET
- **Wednesday, November 6, 2024**
  6:00pm–7:00pm ET

**WHO IS THIS FOR?**

**Audience:** Exclusively MARC Alum community*

**Fee:** None

* Note that attendees must have completed at least one of our following [MARC programs](#):
- Leaders Immersive
- Executive Dialogue
- Leadership Learning Series
- Dialogue Teams, Managers, or Foundations

**WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?**

Through in-depth conversations across a range of equity and inclusion topics, attendees will:

- Share powerful stories and examples from their own experiences of workplace inclusion and advocacy.
- Tackle challenges in a supportive environment.
- Connect and learn from peers across companies, industries, and geographic regions.

Grounded in Catalyst’s research, these sessions offer an inclusive space for community connection and learning and accelerate your skillset in gender partnership and inclusive leadership.